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Values 

Kent M. Blumberg (adapted from materials by Coach U) 
 

Values are those things that you have been naturally drawn to from an early 
age.  Values represent what we love to do with our time and our resources.  

Values turn you on naturally, and without effort. 
 
As a child, for example, you might have been inquisitive – constantly poking 

into things to see what made them tick.  That sense of wonder about how 
things work is probably a value.   

 
Values are what is required for us to be uniquely who we are. 
 

Values are not “shoulds.”  Shoulds are things we do because others want us 
to do them.  Values, on the other hand, are things we do because WE want 

to do them. 
 
Discovering your values allows you to set goals that are aligned with your 

values, and it allows you to fully express those values in your life. 
 

The first step is to discover your values.  Here are three exercises to help you 
do just that. 

 
Brainstorm 
 

Sit down with a blank piece of paper for ten minutes and list everything you 
feel is a value of yours.  Try to get a list of at least 20 words. 

 
Tell a friend 
 

Ask a friend to listen as you tell about your most memorable vacation.  Ask 
your friend to listen to clues as to what you value most.  A truly great 

vacation story will make some of your values visible. 
 
Pick from a list 

 
From the list on the next page, circle any word that resonates for you as a 

value.  If you find yourself running from a word for whatever reason, 
consider whether it represents a hidden value you have not yet allowed 
yourself to speak. 

 
Now narrow the list of circled words to five or fewer core values:  Strike out 

any that are shoulds, or needs; see if you can combine two or more words 
into an overarching concept; prioritize to get to five. 
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Values word list 
 

Adventure Beauty Catalyze Contribute Create 
Discover Feel Lead Mastery Pleasure 

Relate Sensitivity Spirituality Teach Win 
Risk Dare Experiment Grace Loveliness 
Taste Impact Free others Influence Serve 

Endow Grant Design Ingenuity Build 
Learn Realize Observe Emote Feel good 

Sensations Guide Arouse Rule Expert 
Superiority Best Have fun Bliss Sports 
Connect Nurture Be with Tenderness Empathize 

See Be aware Devotion Religion Educate 
Prepare Explain Prevail Acquire Attract 

Thrill Gamble Exhilaration Refinement Radiance 
Move forward Coach Stimulate Improve Strengthen 
Provide Invent Originate Perfect Detect 

Uncover Experience Inspire Enlist Persuade 
Rule the field Primacy Out-do Hedonism Amusement 

Family Be linked Touch  Support Accepting 
Holy Instruct Edify Accomplish Win over 

Danger Endeavor Venture Elegance Magnificence 
Spark Energize Augment Facilitate Foster 
Synthesize Conceive Assemble Perceive Discern 

Sense Energy flow Influence Reign Encourage 
Adept Preeminence Set standards Sex Be entertained 

Unite Bond Respond Be awake Honoring 
Enlighten Prime Attain Triumph Speculation 
Quest The unknown Attractiveness Gloriousness Turn on 

Alter Assist Minister to Imagination Plan 
Locate Distinguish Glow In touch with Cause 

Govern Model Dominate field Greatest Excellence 
Sensual Play games Community Integrated Be present 
Compassionate Relate to God Passionate Inform Uplift 

Score Predominate    
 


